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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTI ot .. 
Investigation in the area of infant intelligence, particularly that 
conducted with 'a view to devising and perfecting instruments of measurement, 
is a challenging proposition. The activities usually considered to be mani-
festations of general intelligence - the abilities to retain and to recall, 
to abstract and to relate ... can be presumed to exist in some potential form 
in the very young infant, but they are as yet unrealized due to immaturity of 
~)hysical development and lack of experience. As a result, the sub-tests of 
infant intelligence scales have been geared largely to an appraisal of observ-
able behavior wich, during the period of earlY infancy, is probably largely 
sensorimotor in character and, as available studies indicate, of questionable 
relation to intelligent behavior at later ages. 
The behavioral adjustments upon which the psychologist depends when 
testing the school age child and the adult are absent as such in the infant; 
the child under one year is unable to sustain his attention for directed ac-
tivities, to engage in oral communication or to manipulate the test materials 
~th any precise degree of motor coordination. Therefore, he can only be 
evaluated on the basis of behavior elicited naturally upon presentation of the 
appropriate stimuli. 
1 
. 
Finally, in the actual testing situation, external factors quite 
unrelated to actual ental ability are nevertheless extremely :1Juportant in 
evaluating the test results. For example, the quallty of rapport and co-
operation obta1ned from the very young child is difficult to determine. It 
is o.f't.en impossible to decide whether the 1n.f'ant is unable or merely unwUl ... 
ing for some reason to produce the expected behavior. The infant NapolKis 
L-nmediately and intearally to discomforting stimuli such as hunger, fatigue, 
or strangeness of envirol'Jmfmt; he can be fretf'ul, moody, withdrawn or gener-
a.1.ly' unresponsive without apparent cause and his reactions, because or his 
lack or understanding, are necessarily outsL<ieof the motivating 1nnuences 
of coopeti tion, and the wish to please and to perform at his best. 
It one is to judge from the emount ot published research, the f1eld 
of intant intelligence testing has been a neglected one. Of the JlUlYI8rous 
tests devised tor the measurement of intelligence 1n the school age child and 
the adult, at least two of these, the Revised Stanford .. Binet Scales and the 
tlechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, have been greatly augmented tor clinical 
usage by the number of formal. studies on various phases of the1r application. 
The clinician can nov use these tests with reasonable confidence in their 
value and awareness of their liDlitations. The situation has been quite the 
reverse in the field of infant testing. ~T8ral separate infant scales have 
been published in the past fev decades, but there has been little follow-up 
work on their validity and reliability. To all appearances, the detection ot 
defects in the existing scales has been the cue for the construction of a new 
· scale ra.ther than for systematic investigation and ret'1nemant of the tAsts on 
hand. Since the authors have borrowed liberally from one another, this could 
mean that the weaknesses in the infant tests have been transplanted from 
scale to scale, instead of being corrected by a wider application and apprais-
al of one of the more promising tests. 
In spite of their limitatione, we know tram indirect references in 
psychological and social work Ii taraturc that certain of the infant tests, in 
particular the Cattell Infant Intelligence Seala,1 are in common use in the 
clinic. Articles by Carter and Bowles,2 Escal~~,3 Fischer,a Klatsk1n,5 and 
Gallagher,6 .. to mention the only studies reporting on the Cattell ,5cale .. 
refer to a regular clinical use of the test, usually for the purpose of deter-
m1rdng the suitability of young infants for adoption. Another likely' area in 
1 Psyche Cat tell, .!'!!! Measurement .2! Intelligence .2! Infants .!!!2 
YOlll'!i Children, Ne'w York, 1940. 
2 J. 'ltl. Carter and J. ~i. Bowles, "A, !-1anual on ~ua11tative Aspects 
of Psychological EJc.am1ning, tI Journal. 2! Clinical f'flcholoil_ IV, 1948, 109-
l~O. 
3 5i11'./llo Escalona., "The Use of Infant Tests for Predictive 
Purposes," Bulletin 2! ~ Heffi!±!!ier Clinic, XlV, 1950, 117-128. 
4 Liselotte K. Fischer, "Hospitalisrll in :2i1x-~1onth-Old Wants, fI 
American Journal. £! Orthopsxchiatr;{, XXII, 19$2, $22-533. 
5 ,Sthelyn H. Klatskin, II Intelligence Test Performance at One Year 
tUnong Infants :t'd,sed with Flexible l<iethodology, 11 Journal ot Clinical. 
P&ehology, VIII, 1952, 230-237. -
6 James J. Gallap)lar, "Clinioal. Judgment and the Cattell Intent 
Intelligence Seale, II JournaJ. .2! ConsultiS Prgeholog,y. XVII, 1953, 303-305. 
.mich the scale is being used is the diagnosis' of mental deficiency, since 
the need for parental guidance and plans tor training the retarded ch1ld make 
detection desirable at as early an age as possible. 
The Cattell Scale, covering the age range of two to thirty months, 
'lias so constructed as to form a downward extension ot the Revised Stanford-
Binet, Form L. It is convenient to a.dm1.n1ster and its findings are expressed 
in the cOO'lllOn !if.A. and I."". units. For these reasons it lends itself well to 
use in the clinical setting. 11owewr, there is some e'V1dence in the aboft 
oited studies that one of the lIost crucial demands of intelligence test con-
struction ... that ot suitable iterl1 placement - was not adequately mat in the 
standardization of the scale. According to these investigations, when the 
scale has been utted with other fairly o~arablA infant populations, results 
which are significantly higher than those reported by Cattell have been found. 
Carter and Bowles found this to be true of the mean total scores obtained with 
two groups of infants, two and three months of age. Klatsk1n found signifi. 
cantly higher soores on the total so ale and a significantly greater number ot 
successes on most individual items when she tested a large group of twelve and 
thirteen month old infants. 
It is true that several factors could cooperate to produce these 
discrepancies. For example, standards for evaluating success and failure on 
the ind1 vidual sub-tests may differ llRong examiners using the scale. Again, 
the infant populations mq not be entirely alike. But one likely explanation 
lllieh ean not be overlooked is that some of the test iteu, arranged by 
Cattell on the basis of percent passing, are misplaced and are too eas,y for 
the age groups for whom they are intended. In order to test the validity of 
this a88U1!1ption, many more reports on wider applications of the scale by 
different examiners are needed. 'I'hus, it has been considered to be of same 
value to extem the type of comparative item analysis done by Klatskin and 
investigate the performances of another sample of infants on other age levels 
of the test. 
rfhe present study will concern itself with the performance of two 
grouos of adoptive infants, six and seven months of age, on the s1:x and seven 
month age levels of the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale. The primary pur-
pose will be to determine whether aD3 significant differences exist between 
the performances of the six-month-old adoptive infants, both with regard to 
total scores and successes on the individual items placed a.t those age levels, 
and the infants of the same age comprising Cattell fS standardization group. 
1I.s a related investigation of the suitabllity of placement ot these items, an 
inter-group comparison will be made of the performances of the six and seven 
month adoptive infants on the six month items and on the seven month items. 
As Cattell did not test her infants at seven months, a more extensive com.-
parison of the performances of the seven month infants is not possible. 
As a secomary purpose, the findings of two investigations on sex 
differences in infant test performance will be explored further. l\latsk:in 
found no significant differences beyond the chance level in the performances 
on the Cattell Scale of the boys and girls in her study group. Nelson and 
6 
.. 
Richards,7 in an ;:malysis of the six month items of the Gesell Developmental 
Schedules, also failed to find any significant differences in performance 
produced by the sex of the infant. Accordingly, the test performances of the 
six-month-old boys and the siX-Month-old girls of the present study group will 
be analyzed separately and compared, in order to determine whether the sex 
difference produced any significant differences in performance on the total 
scale or on individual items. 
7 Virginia Lafayette Nelson and T. W. Richards, "Studies in Mental 
J:evelopnent: Perfonmnce on Gesell Items at Six Months and Its Predictive 
Value on lJI.ental Tests at Two and Three Years, It Journal 2.! Genetic Ps,ychology, 
LIl, 1938, 315. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEN OF THE Ln'EHATUftE 
The pericxi of infancy is var10usly considered as extending up to 
ei/:.:;hteen months or to twenty-four months. Beyond that age interval. is re-
g.:iI"ded as the preschool period. There has, of course, been overlapping of 
these age levels by intelligence scales. The Cattell Scale extends well up 
into the preachool period. Two of the well known preschool tests, the 
;'lerrill.Palmer Scalel and the l'!imJesota .Pre-school Scale,2 presents items for 
as low as eighteen months. But sinoe the present research i"8 concerned with 
age levels within the first year of life, only those studies and tests which 
have specific reference to that period will be considered in the following 
resume of the literature. 
'l'here are several points of difference between the develo::>ment and 
beh~lvior of the young in.rant an:i the preschool child which justify a separa.te 
consideration of their testing problems. 'I'he young intant must be tested 
either while lying in a crib or placed in a well supported a1tt1ng pOsition. 
The normal preschool chUd can walk and move independently, and hence can 
1 Rachel Stutsman, Mental Measurement sa! Children, New York, 1931. 
2 Florence Goodenough, Josephine Foster and M. J. von ,'iagenen, 
!h! l:J1nnesota Pre-school Scale, J'fJ1nneapolis, 1932. 
7 
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assume a position at a table with an examiner. The infant does not engage in 
[verbal communication. The preschool child uses ~eech as a tool and can par-
~icipate in activities demanding verbal response. The infant reacts prima.r1ly 
Ito the testing equipment which must be especia.lly designed to elicit the de-
sired behavior. Only secondarily does he usually relate to the examiner, who 
ithus acts in the testing situation as an observer. In contrast, the preschool 
~ild is capable of entering into a direct interpersonal. relationship with the 
~xaminer and the quality of rapport assumes a much greater importance. 
But most particularly for the purposes of test construction, the 
,oung infant's developmental rate is much more rapid and the nature of the 
~est items themselves is quite different. As will be pointed out in more de-
~ail, the test items in the first six months are largely sensorimotor in char-
~cter, but this component has been found to decrease gradually in importance 
~fter that age level. In contrast, the test activities designed for the pre-
~chool child are more clearly of a problem solving nature. 
Several writers have indicated dlaracteristics of the infancy period 
~ich bear upon the general problem of evaluating infant mental development. 
One of the more important of these is the transient nature of infant behav. 
:Lor. Gesell, who is probably the leading American investigator in the area 
of infant development, describes the period of infancy as one of changing and 
!rugitive behavior, exceeding all other age intervals in the walth of phenom ... 
~na displayed. Referring to the difficulties involved in selecting suitable 
~orms for infant behavior, he states that "even with simplification we met 
.. 9 
. 
recognize in the first year ot life at least three developmental interval. 
and devote attention to the "tages of maturity presented at four months, six 
months, and nine IlfOnthe. »3 Important developmental changes occur which mark 
off these mort age intervals one tram another, a1'¥i which have s1gnif'1cance 
as levels at which to evaluate developm&ntal or growth rate. However, Gesell 
haB concluded as a n8Ult of his extensive observations, that infant growth, 
although rapid, is manitested in patteme or behavior which are govemed by 
deep-seated cr ont.ogenetic laws of developmental sequence. Theretore, graded 
tests ot behavior can be utilized to detel".ld.ne the rate ot maturity ot the 
growing system. 4 
Thompson, a co-worker ot Gesell in t.he Yale Clinic ot ChUd JAtvelop-
ment. concluded as a result ot da1ly observations ot infant behavior under 
well controlled conditions that behavior growth proceed8 fully' as rapidly as 
physical growth.5 'I'lle_ growth increments mIl\Y occur in difterent !Unctions 
on successive dqs or they may occur in more than one function on the same 
d~. FUrther, 1:...'1.ebehavior growth increment JrJAY manifest itselt 10 one ot the 
four following ways. (1) T'ae greater .frequency ot one item ot behaVior; 
(2) the improved performance ot an activitYJ (3) the appearance ot a new 
.3 Arnold Gesell, !h! IJ'lf!ntal Growth 2!. !h! Pre-sabool Child, New 
York, 1925, h. 
rJ 4 Arnold Gesell, Infant Develop!!nt. :£!l! Embryology 2!. !'';arlZ Human 
;.;ehavior, New York, 19S2, h. 
5 PlGlen Thonpson, Il'l'he Growth and Significance of Daily Variations 
in Infant Behavior, It Journal .2!. Gemtic IJs:rgt:ology, XL, 1932, 34. 
.. 10 
activity, and (4) the integration of previous activities. A summary pre-
sented by Gesell of the progress of prehensory development during the first 
year of life - in which growth proceeds from the tight reflex grasp in the 
neonate to the precise finger-thumb opposition at twal ve months - provides a 
clear illustration of the epan of development in one type of behavior. 6 
The fluctuations occurring in infant growth have some important 1m-
?lications for infant intelligence test construction. For example, in her 
longi tud1nal study regarded as one of the outstanding contributions to infant 
testing, Bgyley reported sane incons1 stencies in reliability coefficients ob-
tained for the infant levels of her scale, notably at one to three months, 
when the same children were tested at different ages.7 In reviewing this 
situation, Cronbuch concluded that her neonate tests were unreliable because 
at a level where a new activity is just emerging "the pattern is dif:t\lse, 
varied, and inconsistent from time to time; measurement of such :t\lnctions is 
therefore unstable. H8 He :t\lrther stated that a scale showing a satisfactor.y 
over-all reliability may be unreliable at certain levels or for certain 
groups. Cattell likewise found same wide irregularities in the individual 
6 Arnold Gesell and Catherine Armatruda, Davel2Pmental DiagnOSiS, 
New York, 1941, 191. 
7 lJaney Bayley, "Mental Growth during the First Three Years ot 
Life: A Developmental Study ot Sixty One Children By Repeated Tests," Genetic 
P_fiYchology- MonOgraPhs, XIV, 1933. 
8 Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials ~ P![chological Testing. New York, 
1949, 169. 
).1 
. 
1.~. curves for some of her children who were tested at several different 
ages. In explanation, she proposed that some ot the variations noted in the 
test-retest scores resulted trom changes in the tempo ot development rather 
than from inadequt"icies in the tests themselves.9 
Anderson has indicated that the changing nature at infant growth 
has an important effect on the customary criterion used in standardizing 
intant scales. He stated that ot the four traditional criteria used in val ... 
idating intelligence tests, only that or increase in score with chronological 
age has been employed in constructing infant scales. But "since (infant) 
development is a timed series of reactions or sequences, there are for l!UlI\V 
.f.\mctiona periods below ~ieh only a anall portion of the function can be 
measured and above ;.bich a progressively larger portion can be measured. 
:rence the possibUities of prediction are limited and progression with age is 
not an infallible indicator of the value of a measurement. "10 
Because at the use of the criterion of progression with age, infant 
scales have always included l'IlI:Uij' motor items. Motor behavior is readily 
observable, and as Cle881l's studies have revealed, there is an orderly pro-
Gression trom gross to fine activity in relation to age maturation. However, 
motor behavior has not been found to correlate well with intell1gence at 
latar ages. Bayley found some comDI1n1ty ot function between mental and motor 
9 Cattell, Infant Intel11,gence, 60. 
10 John E. ,Anderson, "The Limitations of Infant and Pre-school 
Tests in the Measurement of Intelligence,» Journal or P8"lcholOQ:, VIII, 1939, 
3'76. - - -
. 
scores during the first f1tteen monthe - correlations were in the vicinity of 
• S ... but the relationship dropped markedly attar tha.t age level.ll Bayley 
sought to overcome the influences of motor items by arranging tests o.f this 
nature into a separate motor SCale.12 Cattell also sought to eliminate items 
which appeared to be related chiefly to motor ability. Gesell separated in ... 
rant behavior into several categories, among them motor development, so that 
separate evaluations cwld be made. Similarly Buhler13 separated her test 
items ani d.es1gnated certain sub-tests as involving "bodily control." How-
ever, the difficulty in ma.ldng a clear-cut distinction between motor and 
other type s of behavior during the first year ot life, and hence of excluding 
entirely the infiuence of motor development, has been pointed rut by Gesell 
in the following comment: 
lbtor and adaptive behavior are intimately combined 1n early llfe, 
because under the pressure of growth, a nol"'lnal infant feels impelled 
to put each newly attained motor ability to repetitive use, and to 
exercise it with experimental variations. For example, an eight week 
old intmt can not reach tor a rattle but will bristly retain a rattle 
placed in his hand - a slight bit of adaptive behavior which is not 
altogether pure reflex. At twelve weeks he will hold the rattle 
actively and even glance in its direction. At sixteen weeks he re-
gards it immediately and intently. He also deploys his eyes in a 
roving manner to "contactfl his surroundings. In the next two months 
11 ~ley, "Mental Growth during the first Three Years, tI Genetic 
Psychology }'IDnographs. XlV, 1933. 
12 Naney Dayley, !h! California Infant Scale .2! }olotor Dtvalopment, 
Berkeley, 1936. 
13 Charlotte Bu.~ler, !!:.!. ~ !!!!: S!! l::!!!, New York, 1930. 
).3 
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he reaohes out to contact, to grasp and to hold. Thus by subtle 
growth stages which begin very early the infant' s visual aJ¥i manual 
behavior takes on voluntary and adaptive characterlstics.l4 
i~ inspection of the existing infant scales reveals a s1Itdlar1ty 
in the kinds of test items included, especially for the age levels under 
twelve months. In the first place, the items are lim1ted by the small range 
of behavior that can be elicited trom the infant. FUrther, most of the 
recent test wthors have borrowed heavily trom Gesell·. normative items, 
although they have frequently placed them at other than the originally des-
igtlr'lted age levels in accord with their own f'1nd1ngs. The following items 
from Dqleyt. scale,15 together with the exact age placement for each item, 
are presented here as fairly typical of the activities expected in testing 
the six-month-old infant: 
Reaches persistently 6.05 
Turns atter spoon 6.1 
Mirror-image, approaoh 6.1 
Picks cube deftly 6.1 
Several s,yllables 6.3 
Bangs in play 6.35 
Sustained inspection of a ring 6.4 
Unilateral reach 6.45 
Vocalizes satisfaction 6.5 
Lifts cup by the handle 6.6 
Exploits string play 6.7 
Rotates wrist 6.7 
Scoops pellet 6.8 
14 Gesell, Infant D:!Ivelopment, 58. 
15 Nancy Bayley.. .!!!!. Cali famia !<'1rst !!!!: Mental Scale, 
Berkeley.. 1933. 
Most of the test authors have avoided an:,. logical explanation ot 
the nature of the behavior underlying their test items. An exception to this 
is Gesell, 1tbo classified iteulS into one of the four following categories: 
(1) motor development; (2) language development; (3) adaptive behavior, and 
(11) personal-social behavior.l6 Buhler also attelllPted some classification, 
by labeling the inCi vidual items in accord with the behavior they were in-
tond.ed to evaluate. Her sy~'tem 1ncluded four general lines of development .. 
bodily control, mental ability, manipula.tion of cbjects and social develop-
ment. 
Ba,yley attempted several classifications of her test items but 
found them. to be unsatisfactory. "In m.an,y cases an adequate response to a. 
test situation requires abilities of more than one kind, so that items may 
equally well be assigned to two or more classes. ltl? As has already been 
pointed out, Gesell found this to be true but he attempted to select the type 
of behavior chiefiy involved in order to provide a means of evaluating prog-
ress in certain general areas of growth. An added dlfficu1ty noted by Dayley 
in classifying tests into sub-groups was that no two areas of infant develop--
ment SlOW parallel developmem. She made a. broad classification ot test 
iteme into two categories - sensorimotor and adaptive behaviors (the first 
group involving sensory acuity and fine motor acijustments, the second 
16 Gesell and lrrmatruda, Develop_~tal Diagnolis, 5. 
17 l3qley, "Nental Growth during the First Three Years," Genetic 
P,&cholo;r Non?E!Ph,s, XIV, 61. 
. 
demanding learning and problem solVing) - and studied their influences on 
test performances during the first year. ;.:he d1scoversd that development 
during the first a1x or eight months was largely senS:>rUlOtor in character, 
vhereSLs the more truly adapt! va behavior is mea.sured by the tests only after 
that period.l8 
Bqley's :f1nciings are probably applicable to all of the infant in-
telligence scales. ~~atson,l9 tor example, has indicated in a general wa;j' the 
chief abUities demandec by the Cattell sub-tests during the first tvel va 
months. According to his des1gna:tion, the tasks are largely perceptive in 
nature at the earliest levels - for exau;>le, attending to sounds or visually 
following a mov1ng ring. &g1nn1.ng at about five months, t..'l>tere is a gradual 
change to lllOre inan1pulatOry (adaptive) tasks. The first verbal type of test 
appears at nine months, involving adjustment to words - that ls, performing 
an activity in response to a spoken request. The first speaking vocabulary 
item appears at elsven months. From that point on, lI'.IOl'G verbal teat5 are 
utilized a1 thoug,b manipulatory tests still predom1nate. 
The few available reports on the predictive r..J.ue of 1ntant intel-
ligence tests have been discouraging. Cattell found ~,e validity coeffi-
cients between the s1.x and nine month levels of her scale and the Revised 
18 Ibid., 6.3. 
19 Hobert I. l~atoon, 1ll! Clinical Method !!! Pv;choloQ'. New York, 
1951, .334. 
. 
3tanford.B1net, Form L at thirty-six montha to be only .34 and .18 respec-
tiwly. In her study, Bqley found her oorrelationc between her early tests 
ald those at eighteen months approached zero and with later tests t.hey reached 
a negative correlation as high as -.21. li\lrfey a.ru.1 Mlhlenbein,20 in an inves-
tigation ot the Linfart-Hierholzer Scale,2l found that scores made by children 
when tested between the ages of si.:x. and t'WSlve months ,,-1.th that seale showed 
no relation to scores on the Stanford-Binet four years later. 
As one of the main conclusions of her longi tud1nal. study, Bayley 
sounded a pessimistic note on one of the most crucial of the issues involved 
in infant test.ing, lIIten dle questioned whether there is a clear-cut, unitary 
relationship between intelligence in tho infant and intelligence in the adult. 
On the basis or herf'1ndings, me concluded that lithe behavior gro",-th of the 
early months of inrant development has little predictive relation to the later 
development of intelligence ... even though the later behavior m.ay depend in 
large part on the previously matured, elementary connections or behavior 
patterns. ,,22 In :ftlrther explanation, Bayley suggested that there occurs a. 
shirting ot functions as the child matures and the most that th0 existing 
20 Paul H. l<urfe;y and Josephine rbhlenbein, "The Validity of 
Infant Intelligence 'l'ests, II Journal .2! Genetic l>&chol2gz, XL, 1932, 221. 
21 P..arriette Linfert and Helen Hierholzer, itA ::':;cal.e for i>'leasuring 
the ¥ental tevelopment of Infants during the First Year or Life, H Studies in 
Psychology ~ P~xchiat!'Z. The Catholic University of America, I, 1928, i-TI. 
22 3qley, "Mental Growth during the First Three Years of Lite," 
Genetic Fsydlolm MonO£M:!l2!ls • .xlV, 74. 
·17 
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tests can do is to masuro t.ltese functions, or groups of .t\mctions, at BUccas ... 
siva age levels aJl(; offer an appraisal of. development only for the particular 
age leval tested, rather than to measure a. unit function of intelligence that 
extends from birth throughout 11fe. If proved by further longitudinal study 
to be true, this is III grave restriction, sinee infant tests are used largely 
to f,lredict intelligence at later ages. 
In view of the weaknesses of Want tests, their clinical usage 
deJ'!'.ands a much more limited and qualified application than is customar:r with 
tests for older age groups. Alter their wrvey ot th.e current status of 
Want testing, Carter and l3owlos23 warned that the task of interpretation 
is essentially that of a. rough screening job in whieh classification into 
one ot three groups is attempted. those infants whose developmental progress 
is ruhnonnaJ. or in an;y wq doubtful, those who appear to be making average 
or satisfactory progress, and those who are found to have made unusual or 
accelerated progress. However, even this rough ~pl1cation ma.kJ!s the infant 
intelligence scale a valuable clinical tool, since it can aid in discerning 
'Wide deviations frem developmental norms, and this is a fJUbstant1a.l contribu. 
tion to adoption practices, to cite one example. In a recent discussion of 
her infant scale, Cattell makes the following comment on this issue: "The 
younger the chUd, especially below the <1ge at fifteen months, the less the 
23 Carter and Bowles, IIi\, Jo'.;anual on-;;ua11tat1ve Aspects of 
PS'.rcholog1cal Examining, II Journal .2! Clinical PV;eholoq, IV, 1948, 114. 
. 
predicti va value or the tests, but even for a. child as young as three months 
they have been found to be of value in 1nd1cating ext.rem.e variations from the 
norm in the direction of both feeble-mindedM8s and superiority. 1124 
! Historical lAlvelopment 2! Infant; IntGll1ience 'i'ests 
i' , 
A survey or the history ot infant :intelligence test development 
reveals an early interest in the field. Over the years a large number of 
test items for evaluating different aspects of infant behavior have been de-
vised and presented either as supplementa at the lower end of tests for more 
advanced age levels or as groups constituting separate infant scales. 
As early as 1904, when he published his seale for measuring intel-
ligence 1n the school child, B:1net2$ presented some four or rive items which 
I vere suitable for evaluating rEt:}ctions of infants under one year. Hovever, 
, 
he intended these items to be uHd in differentiating mental detectives who 
were too retarded to perfonn on the regular scale; in consequence, Binet did 
. not assign al\V exact age placement to theM tests in terms ot their applica-
bility to infant behavior, but it is interesting to note that all of these 
items .. namely, reaction to light and sound, prehenSion att.er tactile excita-
tion and after Visual perception, and imitation of movements and execution 
24 Psyche Cattell, IIlnfsnt Intelligence Scale, II Contributions 
TO'''~ Medical Psychology, II, ed. Arthur Weider, ~lew York, :r95~, 509. 
2$ Alfred Binet and l'heodore Simon, The Development ~ Intel11gence 
.!:! c.'hlldnln, (trans. i-;. S. late), l3alt1.more, 19i1; iIi7. 
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of s1nple orders in response to word or g'eoture .. appear in present (Iq in-
rant scales in somo form. 
Ll1 his 1922 revision of the Hinet ~cf.l.le, fiuhlmalln26 extGnded the 
test at the lower level from three years down to three months, presenting 
five itol!'.s for scoring at each of the ace lovels three, six, nine, twelve, 
eiehteon, and t."renty .. four months. Hmrever, he standardized the items on 
very small groups - tho three month teats were given to twenty children, the 
8i:i~ month tests to forty-six ohildren - and the scoring or the tests was 
indefinite since man;r or them were dependent upon tho report of the child tIS 
parents. 
Over the years since 1919, 'When he bega.n his investigations in the 
Yale Clinic of Child Development, Gesell has developed marv of the standard 
items used in tho current infant tests. The authors of the recent infant 
scales - Bayley, Cattell and Gilliland - ha.ve all indicated that they drew 
hel'rdly on ('~ooll 1. toms. In 1925, Gesell published his first schedule of 
developnental norms,27 extending i'rom birth up to .five years. Ontr fi.:ve 
hundred children were examined at four, six, twelve, eighteen, twenty. four, 
thirty-six, f'orty-eight and sixty months of age and separa.te schedules, in-
volving Il total of one hundred and fifty normative items, were then arranged 
for ea.ch level of development. The chier objection raised against this first 
26 Frederick Kuhlmann, !:. Handbook g£ Mental 'fests, Bw.timore, 1922. 
27 Gesell,!h!. Hentlill Growth :;! ~ Preschool Child. 
Bcale lias that no precise ra.tings of .an individual chUd·s davelopment could 
be established. Gesell described difterent gracles or Slccess for each item, 
so that a general ideR of H. child'o developmental level could be obt;,;dned by 
examining the different degrees of success attained on the total scale but 
he did not indicate ~ exact at-ase values for his items. 
In 1947, O9sell published the most recent description of his re-
vised and supplemented version - the Gesell Developmental Sehedules~!3 - which 
pres~mted over two hundred item.s representing behaVior characteristics tor 
the 1lg8 levels between four weeks and forty tll0 months. As in the early 
scale, items are arranged to check behavior in the tour separate areas ot 
development - language, motor, peroonal-socilil~, and adaptive. For example, 
at t.'lJe six months (twenty-four weeks) lew! there are six motor items, six 
adaptive items, three language items and tour personal social 1te..'Tls. 'l'he 
norms in each area were derived tram observations ot Wants and young chil. 
dren and placed with objective reference to the age a.t which the elicited 
behavior patterns are normally expected to appear. It is im;>ortant to re-
member that Gesell fS schedules canprise a normative scale, rather than an 
intelligence scale in the strict sense. His method of.' tapping behavior at 
its expected level ot 8:)pearance dif.fers :f'rom the empirical method used, tor 
ex.umple" by Cattell and Gilliland, ot aSsigning 1tezIl plaoemetlt on the basis 
of percentage of successes by the given age group. The oosel1 scale there-
fore doss not lend itself to an I.'~. rating, although the infant's total 
28 Gesell and Arroatruda, Devel2l?!!!ntal Liagnous. 
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score on the four areas of behavior can be divided by the chronological age 
to eive a developmental quotient, which indicates the proposition of normal 
development present at the time of the examination. There has been one study 
on the six month items of the Gesell scales which will be reported later in 
this chapter. 
Another normative scale was published in 1928 by Hetzer and Wolf. 29 
On the basis of twenty-four hour observations of' infants in the laboratories 
of' the Psychological Institute of Vienna., these authors presented monthly 
norms through eleven months. In 1930, BuhlerJO published another version of 
these tests, in which the scale was extended up to two years and revised 
along the general lines of the Binet scale. A series of ten items was pre-
santed for eaCh month level up to twelve months, items being selected to 
evaluate the four general lines of development already described. The tests 
were drawn up after ten preliminary trials were made for each month and then 
gi ven to thirty ohildren at each month level. The final score is expressed 
in terms of a developmental age, obtained by adding credits to a basal score. 
Certain of the Buhler tests were used by Cattell and Gilliland in the con-
struction of their scales. However, the Buhler scale has been criticized 
for clinical usage because it was standardized on institutional babies and 
because it involves many situations which are frustrating or frightening to 
29 Henriette Hetzer and Kathe Wolf, "Babytests, II Zsch. Psychologie, 
eVIl, 1928, 62-104. 
30 Buhler I Th! First ~ 2!. ~. 
f2 
the child. Further, using Buhler's OlIn classifioation, Cattell found less 
than half of the items to relate mainly to mental development)l 
In 1928, Linfert and Hierholzer,)2 graduate students at the 
Catholic University of America, published their point scale tar the f1rst 
twel ve months, based mainly on the Gesell tests. It was claimed to be the 
first standardized scale with age norms published for that period of life. 
The seale was divided into two aeries, and included tests for one, two, four, 
six, nine, and twelve months. Tables indicating percentage ot successes in 
the various teats were presented for calculating age norms, the final resul. ts 
to be expressed in an L-H ·.a\otient. According to the test authors, the total 
point scores showed a linear increase with age. In the previously mentioned 
study by FUrfey and l'hhlenbein, no significant relationship was found between 
~he results or this scale administered during the first year of life and the 
~9l6 Stanford-Binet administered tour years later to the aa.m.e Children. No 
other studies have reported on this scale. The extent of its clinioal usage 
after publioation is not knOlrl'l. 
As an outgrowth ot her longitudinal study', whioh involved 11142 
~ests on sixty one children over a three year period, Bqley published the 
Palifornia First Year Mental Scale,)) COVering the age range of one month to 
31 Cattell, Infant Intelligence, 22. 
32 Linfert and Hierholzer, "l> Seale for Measuring the llental 
~velopment of Infants, n Studies !a P&eholo~ !!!! PSlchiatrx, I, 1928. 
)3 llq1ey,.!h!. C¥-itornia First !!!!: Mental Scale, 1933. 
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eighteen months. Using a large number of the besell items, Bayley 1ncl.uded 
tests of adaptlhility or learning, 8ld tests of sensory acuity and fine 
motor coordination. She placed her items on a continuous scale in order of 
difficulty by the Thurstone t-~thod of Absolute Sealing and indicated exact 
at-age values tor eam item. Results are expressed in terms of a cumulative 
point score based on the Z1W!Iber of the child's successes. Bayley ts seale 1s 
considered to be fairly well standardized and to include a sufficient variety 
of items. However, as indicated earlier, the author found that the test had 
pOOl" predicti VEt value for her group of children. 
On the basis of examinations oondlcted on "several hundred" chil-
dren at the Iowa Child welfare r~search Station, r~lmore34 published the 
Iowa Tests for Young Children in 1936. These tests, including forty-nine 
items, covered the age range of four months to t'WO years, but they were never 
adoPted extensivelY for infant testing in clinical practice. One possible 
explanation is the very small number of items presented for the first twelve 
months - only ten items were given for the period from five to nine months, 
two of them for the s1x month level. Originally, the test items were ar-
ranged according to the percentage of successes, and mental age credits were 
found for each item by d1 viding the age range covered by the number of items 
in the particular age range. This system was then discarded in favor at a 
point scale with the items ranged in the Qrder of difficulty, according to 
34 rNa FUl1more, ~ Tests for ~ ChUdren, University of 
Iowa Studies, Studies in Child welfare, XI; 1936~ 
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'I'hurstone 'a ~thod of A.bsolute Scaling. AocorOlng to the author, the lOtiO. 
Tests measure some ability which increases with age. In agreement with other 
investigations of infant scales, f~lmoro found that her tests failed to 
correlate highly with later Stanford-Binet I.i<. 'a. In explanation, ahe sug-
gested t..bat infant tests are performance tests which measure something which 
is not highly related to those abilities expressed in the verbal responses 
of the tests at later ages. No studies, aside from the wthor's original 
presentation, have reported on this scale. 
l'he most recently developed infant scale has been the Northwestern 
Infant Intelligence 8cale, originally desoribed in 1943 by Gilliland and 
5hotwell,35 and later presented in its revised form by GillUand..36 The 
authors began their work on the scale at the request of a ohild care inBtitu-
tion interested in determining the suitability for adoption of the very young 
infant. A large number of items from existing soales, mainly thoSEl of Gesell, 
Cattell and Buhler, as vell as fJOm(J new tests, were administered to approxi-
IT'!8.telyf1ve hundred children, moatly institution babies. On the basis of 
tests for 216 babies whose reoords were complete, ill fin.'ll revision was made 
which eonm. ate of torty items arranged in two overlapping series, covering the 
age groups of four to fourteen weeks and thirteen to thirty six weeks. An 
1.<4. can be oomputed for any age, the raw seore of the test being the n.umber 
35 A. R. Gill1la."ld au:i . mna. ::.ihotwell, 11 A Freliminary .JCale for the 
"ieasurelnent of the ¥!6ntality of Infomts, It Child Development, XIV, 19u3. 
36 A. R. Gilllland, 'f'J.'he l;f.easurement of Mentality of Infants, fI 
Child Development, XIX, 1948. 
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of items pa seed. In placing his items, GillUand used the method ot increase 
in percentage of passes with chronological age. If seventy five per cent of 
the infants at a given age level could pass an item, it was considered to be 
correctly placed. Gilliland claimed evidences of high validity for his 
scale on the basis of later Stanford-Binet results, but he did not publish 
data to amplify this statement. 
The Cattell Scale, published in 1940, will be discussed at length 
in the next chapter. Only five studies, apart from the original presentation 
of Cattell, have been published in ~ich a report is given of some use of 
the test. Two of these studies investigated environmental influences on 
test performance, two investigated the relationship between test performance 
and satisfactoriness of the examination, and one article, actually a detailed 
report on psychological examining, presented some limited Cattell findings 
for comparison With the standardization group. 
Fischer,37 conducted a follow-up study of later development of 
sixty-two infants who had been cared for from birth to a period beyond six 
months in a maternity home, am whose mean Cattell 11.4 at six months was 
76.11. 'I'hirty-six of these children who were t.'1.en placed in adoptive homes 
were later found to have a mean Cattell 1Q of 97.54. On the basis of an 
analya:1. 8 of the six month test records and the behavior reported at the time 
of the examination, Fischer concluded that a definite "hospitalism" syndrome 
37 Fischer, "Hospitalism in Six-month-old Infants, tI American 
Journal 2!. Orthopsychiatq, XXII, 522-533. 
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occurs in a large number of institutionalized babies of six months which 
inhibits cooperation in developmental examinations but which is not yet in 
the nature of an irreversible pattern. As a part of her analYSiS, Fischer 
made a percentageidse ~mparison of the total successes incurred by her 
group of infants on the six and seven month items with those reported by 
Cattell for the six month infants in her standardization group. She found 
that her children p(,:-oformed signi ficantly beloW Cattell's group on all of the 
items exce-;Jt Item 3 on the six months level (reaction to own mirror image, 
level I). Fischer emphasized the concurrence of her findings with those of 
other well know reports on the retarding effects of institutional care on 
young children. 
Klatskin38 examined the Cattell test performances of 316 infants 
bet.Yeen the age of 11.5 and 13.$ months followed in the Yale Rooming-in 
project. She found the mean Cattell IQ for her group of children to be 112. 
Klatskin analyzed her records in terms of the percentage passing the items. 
When these percentages were compared with those of Cattell, significantly 
higher percentages for the Yale group were found on most itE>.Jns, with the 
constant exception of Vocabulary. The author offered the fact of fiexible 
methodology in rearing the Yale gronD as a partial explanation, but she em-
phasized the need for re-standardization of infant tests and caution in 
interpreting records. IUstskin also investigated but found no significant 
38 lO.atsJdn, "Intelligence Test Performa.nce at One Year," Journal. 
~ Clinical Psychology, VIII, 19$2, 230-237. 
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relationship betwen test performance and sex; ordinal position in the 
family, 'Whether the infant was breast fed, and satisfactoriness 01' the exam-
ination. 
Carter and Bovlss,39 reported tho.t percenta.ges 01' auccosses on the 
Cattell and Geeell scales tended to be corudst.ently higher than those re-
ported by the a1.thors of the scales, when these tests were adm1n1etered to 
two and three month infants in the 'llichi ta Guidance Clinic. Sixty six 1#wo 
month old infants attained an average Cattell test age of 2.8 months and 
sixty tvo three month old infants had an average CI.tttell teat age of 3.7 
months. Carter anc.~ Bevles coneluded that, to 1:1 considerable extent, theN 
differences appeared to result trcm different exaro1n1.ng procedures. They 
also offered two criticisms ot the Cattell ~ale in relation to the1r data: 
(1) The items placed at the t~o, three and four month levels are heavily 
weighted with visual tasks, often resulting in high $Cores tor infants who 
ha.ve unusual visual alertness and responsiveness, but only average or even 
below average abilities in other areas, and (2) the failure ot Cattell to 
make allowances tor refusal. of tasks decreases the value of the quantitative 
scores. 
Although Klatskin tailed to fino any relationship between test 
performance arK; the satisfactoriness ot the examlnation, two studies bave 
indicated positive t'ilxJinga in this area. ft:uJphasidng the importance of the 
J9 Carter and Bowles, II A }$.anual on ""uali tati va Aspects of 
Psychological Examining, H Journal. .2! Cl1nical Pszchololp", IV, 1948, 109 ... 150. 
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infant ta response to the teet s1 tuation, ~$calona40 reported. an attempt to 
demonstrate an assumed pos1.tive relationship between "opt~ functioning" 
of the infant during the administration of an intelligence examination and 
the predictiw value ot the examination. ~venty two children were tested 
in early inf&ney with the Cattell Scale ana the GeHll Normative Schedules, 
and a judgment was made in each cas('t a.s to whether such functioning had been 
alic1 ted from. the child. These children were later retested tram one to six 
times. 04ben the two groups of test-retest series were cOIIpareo for predic. 
tive accuracy, it was foune that predictive value was greater for tluLt group 
of tests initially considered to have elicited optimal functioning. Of the 
non-optimal. group, only nineteen per cent were found to remain in the same 
intelligence range upon retest.ing, fifty three per cent moved into the ad-
jacent higher range, and twenty seven per cent were in ranges one step re-
moved or more. In determining the quality ot 'test functioning, the following 
Aspects were recorded; (I) ~uality of the child '8 motility; (2) his fatiga-
bility; and capacity for muscular relaxation; ()} respiratory and circulatory 
phenomena; (It) quality of responsiveness to objects and persons, and (S) de-
gree of d1 rferantiation shown in extra test behavior. As a general oonclu-
eion, E:scalona urged the "Gestalt" view of psychological testing, in which 
the infa.'"ltts test behavior is considered in conjunction w1th his actual per-
fOnll.<mce, for more effective prediotion of future developmental events. 
40 Escalona, liThe Use of Infant Tests for }>redict1ve Purposes,« 
Nenninger Clinic Bulletin, XlV, 1950, 111-128. 
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1\ stud,y by GallagherUl on the que&1.1on ot infant responsivity in 
the test s1 tuatton reported findings in essential a.gl"eement with those ot 
;~sc:alona. Forty-three 1ntant13 ranging in a.ge from 4.1 months to 24.1 months 
were placed in two groups for retests - a Manda.tory Retest group, including 
all of those infants who were suspected of not doing their best on the orig-
inal test, and a Routine Retest group, in which no spee1al reason tor retest-
in;s was noted. The Mandatory Retest group made a mean gain at 8.$3 I~ points 
on the retest, a difference significant at the one percent level of confi-
dence. The man I~ on the first test was 88.05, on the second test, 96.$8. 
The Routine Retest group made no significant ga.ins in scores. The:mean IQ 
for this group on the original. test was 100.62, the mean IQ for the retest, 
101.25. Changes in range placement of IQ were reported tor both grOUps but 
much less for the P..outine Retest eroup. 
A study sim1lar to the present research wa.s conducted on the six 
month items ot the Gesell schedules by-Nelson and H.1cbards,42 as a part of 
the longitudinal studies conducted by the Fo18 F..eseareh Institute of' Antioch 
College. A percentagewi.se comparison of' the successes of 123 six month old 
infants on the f'ort:r ... ei~~ht Gesell items placed at that age level (the early 
version of the test was used) was made with ;Jesell's own findings, as well 
41 Gallagher, uClinical. Judgment and the Cattell Scale," Journal 
.2! Con&1l1tigg fqcholoQ, XVII, 303 .... 305. 
LJ2 Nelson and ri:icharda, "Studies in fJ'JE!ntal Development: 
Performance on Gesell Iteu at Six Months and Its Predictive Value on Y4ntal 
Tests at Two and Three Years," Journal 2! Genetic Pmholo£q, 111, 303-325. 
tiS with tinding5 on, the SUlEt it.ems by other researchers. The authors found 
the items to be passed by a significantly greater IlUlilber of their infants. 
Further, s:inoe twe1'We 01' the torty eight items were passed by n1.nety to one 
hundred per cent ot the Fels infants, t.hey concluded that. there was an over-
abundanoe ot easy teata, and hence the distribution at items in terms ot 
difficulty was neither normal nor even. The authors suggested that the sig-
nificant differences might in part be explained by ditferenees 1n the size 
of the groups compared (groups ranged from fifty in number to one hundred 
and thirty nine), aoo by differences in tecbniquea for evaluating SIl ooe lUll on 
indi vidual i tams. 
Nelson and Richards inveatigated the possibility of sex differences 
in performance but they found no reliable difference between the sexes in 
total test acores. In the matter ot prediction, the authors found a validity 
coeffic:1.ent of .46 betwen the total Gesell test score at six months and the 
Stanford-Binet at three years tor a group of forty eight children. 'l'b1s is 
the hiv)lest correlation reported in the literature betllf)en tests during the 
first year of life and those at later ages. 
One of the important characteristics of the infancy period which 
bears upon the general problem ot evaluating infant mental. develop:ment is the 
tramsient nature of' infant behavior. Researchers at the Yale Clinic of Child 
Dewlopruent have concluded as a result or their observations that behavior 
r 
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growth proceeds fully as rapidly as physical growth and that even with sim-
plification, at least three developmental intervals - four, six and nine 
months - l"tlust be recognized in evaluating rate of maturity during the first 
year. Normative tests of behavior can be utilized since behavior growth 
proceeds in accord with laws of orderly developmental sequence. 
The :fluctuations occurring in infant growth are considered to have 
important implications for intelligence test construction. Lower reliability 
at certain age levels and individual variations in IQ curves have been ex-
plained in terms of the diffuse nature of new behavior and changes in the 
tempo of development. Anderson has suggested that the changing nature of 
infant growth lowers the predictive value of infant scales since there nec-
essarUy occurs an irregularity in the amunt of a given function that can be 
measured at different age levels. 
Because of the validity criterion'of progression with age, intant 
scales have always included many motor items. However, motor development has 
not been found to correlate well with intelligence at later ages. Most test 
authors have tried to reduce the influence ot motor behavior on test per-
fomance, but it is difficult to exclude entirely because ot the close rela-
tion between motor and other types ot behavior during the first year ot life. 
There is a similarity in the kinds of items included in infant in-
telligence scales because of the limited range of intant behavior and because 
test authors have all borrowed heavily trom the normative items devised by 
Gesell. Most authors have avoided presenting any logical explanation of 
J2 
their items. Oesell r~parated his tests into tour general areas ot behavior -
mQtcw, language, C1.dantiv8 and personal-social - but he .~htil.$1zed the 1m-
possibili t1 or draving hard am fast lines among theae areas. A study by 
a'lyley preMnted additional evidence that a. response to a given test aitua ... 
tion requires aeti. vit.ie. of mcB"e than one Jdnd, making elaaBil1cation diffi. 
cult. She round that SellaOl".I and motor iteMS predominated during the first 
six months ot life, while adaptive items gra.dually gd.ned prominence after 
that period. This general elassinc8tion is probably applicable to most ot 
the infant intelligence sca.1es. 
The available infant scales have been found to have poor predictive 
value. In explanation, Bayley has suggested that there is no clear cut 1'8-
lat ion between intelligence 1n the Want and intelligence in the adult, 
even though the later behavior ~ depend in large part upon the earlier 
behavior. She further indicated that the most the existing tests can do i. 
to measure (levelopment at successive ~e levels and otter an appraisal of 
dewlO?mmt onl.)" tor the level teat.ed, rather than to measure a unit :function 
of intell1.gence that extenrls !'r'om. birth throughout life. 'l'b1s is a aerious 
restriet.ion since infant intellig~ tests are used largely to predJ.ct in-
telligence at later a~e. 
Since 190h, wh~n Binet published a fev 1telftS suitable for evalua-
ting infant behavior, there h~8 been a large rlWBber of test item.s presented 
01 ther as supplements at the lower end of tests for more adVllUlced age lewls 
or as senf.1.rate infant scales. Kuh.l.mann extended the Binet scale from three 
}3 
years dow to three lTlOnths in his revision and offered items for several 
levels <:bring the fir;;;t tval va months. 1'he most widely known intant tests 
are those of Gesell, published originally in 192$ and in their latest form 
in 1947. The Gesell DevelO!>mental Schedules comprise a normative scale, 
rather than an intelligence test in the striet sense, but a developmental 
quotient evaluating the child's developmental level in the four different 
areas of growth can be derived. 
Another normative seale was published in Vienna in 1928 by Hetzer 
and <J~'olf, am revieed along the lines of the Binet Seale in 1930 by Buhler. 
Some of the Buhler items have been incorporated in more reoent inrant tests, 
but her scale has never baGn widely used in this country. 
other infant scales have included the Linfert-Hierholzer Seale 
(1928). the California First Year Mental ,icale (1933), the Iowa Tests for 
Young Children (19.36), The Cattell Infa.nt Intelligence Scale (1940), and the 
Northwestern Infant Intelligence ~;;eale (1943). The Lintert-Hierholzer, 
California and Iowa Scales a.re point Bcales, whereas the. Cattell and North ... 
western teE;1is are age scales. 
There are only f1ve published studies reporting on the Cattell 
Scale. P'iscner utiliMd Cattell test performances to demonstrate the re-
tarding effects of institutional care on infants up t·;> the six months level, 
describing a definite "hospitalism" syndrome which occurs. Her infants per-
formad at a significantly lower level on most items ~ \ff131t.Q~~ in 
~~ ~ 
Cattell's st.~IDdardization grouP. Tw stUdies rep . sign1ticant~ high r 
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results of the Cattell Scale than the author reported, when working with 
more comparable infant populations. A study by Carter and Bowles oresented 
results with two and three month old adoptive infants. Klatsldn, 'Working 
wi th infants at the twelve and thirteen month levels raised in accord with 
flexible methodology, found her infants to achieve at significantly higher 
levels of success on the majority of items when compared with Cattell's 
infants. 
Two of the studies - those of Escalona and Gallagher - reported a 
significant relationship between the responsi vi ty of the infant during test-
ing and the predictive value of the examination. On the basis of her find-
ings, Escalona urged a "Gestal t 11 view of testing, in which the infant's test 
behavior is considered in conjunction with his actual performance, for pur-
Doses of more effective prediction. 
In a study similar to the present research, Nelson and Richards 
made a percentagewise c ompariaon of two groups of infants - a group of in-
fants tested at six months of age in the Fels longitudinal research and 
Gesell's normative six month group - and found that the items were passed by 
a significantly greater number of the Fels infants. Since several of the 
items were passed by from ninety to one hundred per cent of the Fels infants, 
the authors concluded that there was an overabundance of easy tests at that 
age level of the Gesell scales. 
CHAP1'ZH III 
The Cattell Intant Intelligence Scale lias published as an outgrowth 
of a longitudinal study ot child health aoo development conduc~d at tm 
School ot Publio Health ot Harvard Oniversity. Construoted as an age scale 
and a (lownva.rd extension ot the Revised Stanford-Binet, }i'onn L, the scale 
covers the age range ot t"'0 to thirty months. Since stanford-Binet i"ms 
are interspers~ with other iteMS between the ages ot twenty-tvo and thirty 
months, the author proposes that a continuous intelligence scale from early 
intancy to maturity has been attained. Five regular items and either one or 
t',,10 altertUlte items are presented tor age levels one month apart during the 
N..rst year, two months apart during the second year, and tor the additional 
age level. of'twenty-seven and thirty months. 
In standardizing the test, 1346 examinations on 274 children were 
uNd. 'the tests were administered at the ages of three, six, nine, twelve, 
eighteen, twenty-tour, thirty and thirty-six months (Stanford-Binet). It 
vas not possible to test all of th4 children at those ages but they averaged 
five examinations each. Percent passing was the only Method or item analysis 
used by Cattell in placing her tests on the scale. 1'"'01" the age levels be-
tween the standardization ages .... two, tour, five, seven, eight, tAn, and 
eleven months during the first Tear - items were placed by estimation, based 
3$ 
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on the percent passing at the i!1lmediately preceding and following standard-
ized age levels. 
Items were adapted largely front Gesell and Buhler. A. lesser number 
were taken from other sources. Items were eliminated from the scale if they 
failed to show wff1cient inere&~ in the percentage of passes from one a3e 
group to another, or it they increased irregularly in the number of passes 
from age to age, showed plateaus or failed to anproach closely the one hun-
dred percent mark at any age. Additional reasons for elWnating items were 
the following: (1) Items which -were difficult to administer or score, or 
which required an undue amount of subjective judgment on the part of the 
exa1'l11.ner; (2) items which did not hold the attention of the child; (3) items 
requiring cumbersome apparatus; (4) items which were thought to be unduly in-
fluenced by hOlJle training; (5) items planned to test control ot the large 
muscle groups; (6) items which appeared to teat abUities s1m1.lar to those 
covered by other items at the same age leftl, and (7) itema at age levels for 
which Et W ff1cient number of more or equally satisfactory i toms were avail-
able. 
On the basis of Stantord-Binet :results on thirty-five children 
whose records were complete, Cattell rearranged her items to bring the median 
I" for eiitch age level us close a.s possible to the median l'-l ot 106 obtained 
on the Stanford-l1inet at thirty-six months. $he found that at no age did the 
median 1Q differ by more than ttJQ pointe from the Stanford ... Binet median. The 
mea.."l ~tanrord-Binet Ii..,t at thirty-six months tor these children was 10,. 
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Cattell found her scale to be of dodbttul validity before twelve 
months, but of increasing validity thereafter. She measured validity in 
terms of the scale's ability to predict later Stanford-Binet scores. For the 
age levels of six, nine and tuelve months and the Hevised Stanford-Binet at 
thirty-six months, the correlations were .10, .34 and .18, respectively. The 
median IQ changes were found to be greater before than after twelve months. 
'rhe correlations between the age levels of twelve, eighteen, twenty-four and 
thirty months were much higher, .56, .67, .11 and 83, respectively_ 
The corrected odd.even reliability coefficients found by Cattell 
were as follows: .56 at three months, .88 at six months, .86 at nine months, 
.89 at twelve months, .90 at eighteen months, .85 at twenty-four months, .71 
at thirty months and .81 with the Stanford-Binet at thirty-six months. 
ACCording to Cattell, the fairly rigorous requirements for enroll-
ment in her study group probably resulted in a standardization sample some-
what above the general population incompos1tion, a conclusion which she con-
sidered to be partially substantiated by the mean I~ of 105 obtained at 
thirty-six months. In general, Cattell characterized her group as being of 
the lower "middle classes." Snrollment requirements included good physical 
health and normal deliver,r, a background of primarily North r~ropean stock, 
more or less permanent employment of the ft .. ther, and willingness of the 
mother to cooperate with the study grou'O over a period of years. A few of 
the parents were professional people, but the majority were employed in such 
positions as policemen, clerks, storekeepers, and the like. 
The adm1nist.ra:t.ion of the Cattell Se&le is s1m:Uar to that of the 
Stanford.Binet, with the except.ion th<.~t serial te&'ting is penni tted in order 
to secure the infant '8 beat efforts and attention. ~vera1 itenus can be 
scored frequently on the btU!lis of ooserv.:..tion of one activity, such as the 
degree of fine motor coordination displayed by the chUe in securing a sUlall 
sugar pellet. The testing mamal includes a complete description anti an 
accompanying photograph tor every item, lessening the possibility of inade-
quata adm1niBtration and scoring. Record forms for the cOinplete seale are 
aVailable .. 
Scorinlj 1s the S3l"lle as for the Stanford-Binet. A basal age ie es ... 
tabliahec ~~ to this month level arc added additional credits for all suc-
ceeding succe~\ses in computing the mental age. 'the test i8 continued until 
two levels have been completely failed. Since there are five ite~~ placed 
one month apart during thc first ye;xr, each item receives one fifth or .2 of 
of a month credit. Thus) an infant who achieves a. basal age at the six month 
level nno has three adc:litional .successes beyond that level has a. mental age 
of 6.6 months. Similarly, the chronological age is estimated in terms of 
tenths of months, every three days comprising an a.dditional one tenth of a 
month. The IQ is computed in the same mamer a.s for the Stanford-Binet. 
The data for the present study were taken from the Cattell test 
recorCs of infbnts examined in t.'1e Quidance Department of the (''hicago Catholic 
Charities for ~~e purpose of determining their suitability for adoption. The 
infant testing program has been a part of the agency adoption procedure since 
1948 and the records ot several hundred administrations at the Cattell Scale 
were zi.vailable. However, in line with Cattell fS procedure in standardizing 
her scue, only those records of intants ldlo had been tested wi thin one week 
of their month birthday - tor the purposes ot thil!l study, six and "Yen 
months .. were selected., Additional criteria used in selecting ncords were 
as tollowfu (1) Reasonable indication, based. on a consideration of teet be-
havior and the opinion ot the eXaPliner included in the report accOIIpan;y1ng 
each test record, that the responsivene9s ot the infant permitted complete 
and, in so far as could be ascertained, valio testing; (2) placement in an 
adoptive home during the first month of lite, and () Ml term gestation. 
In all, one hundred and t1fty-eight test records ot six-month-old infante and 
eighty test Ncores of seven-month-old infants were adjudged to be suitable 
for analysis. 
Aa in Cattell's group, several tactors ware operative which 1'1"6-
ventl'!lo an entirely random sample but the preeent study group was probably 
typical or the infants tor ..mom the scale i5 largely being used. The policy 
ot the agency precludes early placement of infants for whom adoption 1& con-
traindicated by reason ot birth 1njur./, .rious physical disorders or hack-
ground incidence of mental Ulnct>s. The infants were, with 'Very fev excep-
tions, born out ot wedlock in one of the agency's maternity hospitals. 'l'he 
girls who request agency care for illegitimate pregnancy have Um.lally been 
found to be ot average to low average intellectual endowment a.nd socio-
economic status. The acoptive homes selected by the agena,r, on the other 
hand, can be desoribed 8.!> t1middle class" in oh·aracter. It is probable that 
a minimum ot a.verage mental abUity 1s necessa.ry to fulfill the agency re-
quiref'>lent s for employment and 11 nng standard s. .A genuine desire tor a child 
can be assumed for the adoptive families selected after careful investiga-
tion. Nost acceptable applicants must wait for t'Il0 or three years before a 
child j.B placed wi th them. For these reasons, t.he environ.ment of a typical 
adoptive home, in terms of the physical. advantages and emotion sat.isfactions 
the infant receives, can probabl,y be considered a.s more than ordinarily 
motivating. 
~Ul of the tests had been adm.inistered by the same qualified eXWI' ... 
iner over a period of t\1l0 and ona half years. The infants were brought. t.o 
the clinic by one or both ot the adoptive parents, and the physical environ-
ment in VtiOO the examina.tions were oonducted was the same for all of the 
babies. In accord wi th the test. directions, all of the six: and seven month 
1te:mIB were adndn:1stered ~lle the infant. was in a sitt.ing pOSition, usually 
on the lap of t.he adoptive mother. 'l'he testing equipment was that specified 
in the testing manual. For the a1x ai'le seven month levels, this includes 
tour red wooden one inch oubes, a large alwnill'lml cup, a large mirror, a met.al 
door key J a red sugar pellet, an embroiflEJry ring, and a sheet of onion skin 
The items which were examined tor the purpose of comparative anal-
ysis were those placed at the six and sewn month levels of t.he Cattell Seale. 
Cattell presented five regul.~r item.s tor each of t..~eN levels, and one alter-
nate item for six months and t,ro alternat.e items for seven months. ;;)ince the 
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alternate items were not administered rout.inely with the adoptive infants, 
they were not included in the analysis. 'l'he exception to this was alternate 
item at t.he six month level, which was administered as a flUbstitute tor the 
fifth regular six month item - persistent reaching .. and which there tore was 
analyzed in place of the regular item. The test items tor theM two age 
levels are 80S tol101is: 
Six Months 
1. Cube, attains 
2. Cup, 11fts 
3. l'l1rror, approaches and manipulates 
4. Reaching, unilateral 
Alt. a. {"ube, aOr.lrouches second 
Seven !Jfonths 
1. Pellet, attempts 
2. 1'-11rrol", pats and snUes 
3. Ring, inspects 
h. Cube .. takes two 
S. Paper, exploits 
In accord with the prescribed seoring procedure, the infant's 
perrornumces on theN items were scored plus or minu5 at the time or the ad-
n'l1n1stration ot the examination, on the basis ot the successful or unwccess-
fUl nature ot his re~om~es. This }')el"J'l'lJ.tted a comparison ot the successes on 
each item ot the total group, in tenns of percentages, with those reported by 
the author for the standardization group. 
The age level of six months vas selected as the chief focus ot 
study tor several reasons. Intants between the a.ges ot six and seven months 
are considered to be fairly stable, as far as the quality ot their test per-
romance is concerned. They are typically very meh interested in their 
surroundings and their attention to the taft Objects is probably more quickly 
and rea.dily elic1 ted than at "''1' other a.ge during the 1ntancy period. 'these 
factors increase the possibilitY' of obtaining valid test ecores. FUrther, 
their attention span for individual objecta is sufficiently long to permit 
adequate observation by the ex.am1ner. Cattell found that six months was the 
single age level below twlvs months to have the highest correlation with 
later Stanford-Binet score5. As an additional practical :reason, since the 
majority of infants referred to the Guidance tepartment for testing are about 
six months of age, there wae a greater number of records for this group avail-
able and it was felt thRt f1nc1nga for this age group would be of some value 
~lfm using the Cattell Scale in the future. 
'l'he test records of eighty ssven-month-old intants were included 
tor study to pfCrm1t an inter-group comparison of performance on the six and 
seven month items, as a further means of evaluating the suitability ot place-
ment of these items. Since an incidental analysis of sex differences in the 
perfornumcea of the six month infants was also made, the total s1x IIlOnth 
group was separated into two groups of eighty-two boys and seventy-six girls. 
Thus, a total or four groups of adoptive infants was studied. 
As a preliminary analySiS, the test performances of the four groups 
of adoptive inf"mts were analyseci in the following ways. The mean scores on 
the total scale Z"i-'I1.C the sta.'1dard deviations were obtained for eac..~ group. 
The mean I~fs for the six ami seven month adoptive infants were compared for 
significant differences, as were the metm scores for the six-month-old boys 
r 
and the s1x-month .. ol(~ girls. The torIl1lla for'determining the standard error 
of the difference between tltfO uncorrelated means was usef!. The standard test 
va!> applied t() determine the significance of the differences. 
As the main part of the study J the percentages of success incurred 
by the six-month ... old adopt! ve int't4'1tS on the six &,11d seven month i terns were 
calcukJted and cOOIpared with those reporte-e by Cattell for the six .. month.old 
infants in her standardization gro'U? The formula for detennining the stand-
ard error ot the cif:f"erence between uncorrelated percentages was used. The 
standard test of significance 'Aas applied to determine the significance ot 
the differences between. percentages .. 
For the related investigation of suitability of the six and seven 
month item placef':.ent., the perfoI"lnanoes of t..'1e six and seven month adoptive 
infants on these items were analysed, using the sa¥ statisticu methods. 
Finally', fbr the purpose of de:term1ning sex difference. in per-
formances on individual items, the perfomtinces of the s!.x-month .. old adoptive 
boy'S and the aix.-month-old adoptive girls were analysed, using the same 
statistical methods. 
CHAPTER !V 
'rho mean scores and related statistics for th8 four groups of 
adoptive infants are presented in Table I. 
M'C:'\NS, S'rA~mAft.u .D\':VH:l'101'~, R:;,;Lli\.BlLl'I! 1"0;, 
FOUB. GHOUPS OF AnOPTIV;~ ItiF,';,NT5 
Standard Standard 
Group lb'nber 1'*Al.!8ll Deviation ti4'ror 
~1xmonth8 ISS 112.89 9.81.. .782 
Bays 82 112.64 10.30 1.1.3 
Girls 76 113.15 8.10 .929 
;.)even months 80 107.09 7.80 .872 
'The mean score for the total group of six-month-ol<! adopt1 ve 1n-
fants was ll2.89. Cattell did not report mean scores or standard deviations 
tor her standardization age groups. Therefore, only the mean stanford-Binet I. of 105 wieh me :found for her group of thirty-N. va children tested at 
thirty-six months in available for reference. Sinoe Cattell reported her 
median 1:.J fe, the median I" for the six-month infants vas computed. It was. 
found to be 113.h9, as compared with Cattell's median of 108 (Cattell 1'4 wa.s 
103). 
The mean IQ for the six-month-ohl ado:~ti 'lfe bays was found to be 
112.64, a.s comp\ll"'ed \11th the mean of 11.3.15 for the six-mouth-old adoPtive 
girls. sinco the difference \las not $tat1stically significant, the sex 
difference vas not lnnuential for this grow' of infants on their total per-
tormance on the scale. 
The mean l'.~ ibr the Cr':>'!.X:l of s€ven-21lonth .. old adoptive infants was 
tive infant:;., the t v,iluc of )~.95 wuS found to be significant at the .001 
level of conr1d~'.mce. The di.fferonce between the two means represents a 
decided drop in general level of perforhtaooe, ~specia1ly lmen the brief time 
interval of OnE! month i;.. considered. It appears to be 0. function of the 
scale .itself, since it is unlikely that the two infant populations differed 
significantly. For d efin! tive conclusions, this trend should be cri ticall,. 
omnined t.ln-ouch .further study. One poe sible e.x:planation is that the 1 terns 
at. the seven month level arc more correctly placed thl'l.n those at six months, 
bring1ng the toW scores downward. However, the findings on the seven month 
items indicate that tt-.!s was not the case with the present [GrOll;) of infants. 
iUlother eJq.)lanation is rel;;lted to Bayley's findings that test items 
level. In other words, the six.-l:lonth-olr1 infants would have the advantage 
r 
of being the most fldVanced age level pertom1n,g on items largely sensori-
motor 1n character, whereas the seven-month-old infant represents the lowest 
age level performingw1th1n the range ot the more truly adapt1ve items. It 
i. only possible to conjecture with the present U.utGd data which does not 
include the 1\111 range of' pert~e ot the two groupe. 
Table II UAS the percent passing of the adopt1ve and Cattell six-
month-ole infants on the six and seven month items. 
Teat items 
~,1x month tests. 
1. Cuba, 
attains 
2. Cup, 
11fts 
3. !'11rror, 
approache 8 
b. Reaching, 
unila.teral 
t.lt. a. Cube, 
approaches 
MCOrx.! 
CQiIjPAlU.;)vN OI<' NJ\Cf~;'lr;)F ADiJPTIIJF; AND CATTELL 
;)IX ... i:'iONTH.Oll'l UJF'i,,:·tr.~ PA$.jINtl ~;IX AUD 
SI::VEN MOW'E CA'l'TBLL I'n1-:S 
Percentages 
Adoptive Cattell t 
(N • 158) (AVlil=lbo )* 
. 
100 79 6.11 
99 79 6.29 
6S 80 1.19 
82 6) 4.00 
94 77 3.11 
~VEm month tests. 
1. Pellet, 
attempts 80 $8 4.27 
2. lltirror, 
pa.ts and 
smiles $8 $0 1.43 
J. !~, 
iniEllPects 58 49 1.34 
4. Cube, 
takes t~ 8S 4S 5.97 
5. Paper, 
exploits 80 40 ,.eo 
47 
.. 
p. 
.001 
.001 
-
.001 
.01 
.001 
-
... 
.001 
.001 
*Represents an averaee of the nurrlbere of 1nrsnts tested with these 11:.ems. 
It 1s evident trC!rl Table II that the adoptive 1ntants seored sig ... 
nii1cllU'ltly above Cattell's infants on the majority of the six and _Yell month 
1tet!'lS. Six or the total ot ten 1t8$';s wre easier for the acioptive 1ntants to 
a very rd.gn1t1oant degree. On only three of the iteu .. the test. involving 
the two lewls of response to the m:1rror image and inspection of & ring .. did 
the two grwps of infants achieve more comparable levels of perfomanee. On 
each of these 1. tems the adoptive infants achieved Ii higher percentage ot 
w.ceess but the dirferences vere not. statisUcall.y .:d.gn1t1cant. Therefore, 
it ean be safely concluded that the iteu of theM t.wo aee levels were in 
general too easy tor the group ot adopt! ve infants. 
lIUrther, a\nce thl'"e8 of the six month items were passed by ninety 
t.o one hundred percent or the group and. since the level of pertomanoe by the 
d.x...naonth-old 1nfants on three of the five sevenmontb 1 tems vas on a par 
with th.itt. umall,y accepted as appropriate for the at-age group (above seventy 
per'Cent ), the present. tindings would lend some validity to the conclusion 
that the. 1tems have been incorrect.ly placed on the scale. 
'l'he findings presented in 'l'able III which lists the :percents pass-
ing ot the six and aeven-month-old adoptive Wants OIl the six and seven. 
month items lendS further weight to this conclusion. 5inca the sewn-montb .. 
old int/.;i;lltG aeored sign1ficantly above the aix-month ... old infants on all but 
three ite:.'nS (items 1, 2, and JUt. a, on the six month level .. on 'Which the six-
month ... ol(' inf<Jntf;j also scored in the ninety to one huOOred percent range), 
the present data SlrJport.s Cattell ta conclusion that these items Met the on ... 
ter10n of increase in a.bility to pass w1 th age. liO'WEJver, the high percentage 
of passes by the seven-month-old infants on the seven month it .. (percent. 
passing on items 1, 4, and 5 were in the ~nety to one hu.ndred percent range) 
1ndi cates that this age level of the scale was too easy tor the aeven-month-
ol~ adoptive infants. 
CONPAH1OOtl (if PERCElrr OF S IX Arm sr:;v ~;1J ... llOm.'ri-OLD 
Al))PTIVE INFANT S P As~aU\i SIX .,l1W 
SEV.t:N ilONTH 01'1"13L1. lTl'.:1'1S 
Percentages 
Test it.ema 61x i'ionth $even 140nth t 
Infants Infants 
(N - 158) (N - 80) 
S1x month tests. 
1. Cube, 
attains 100 100 
-2. eu" litt.s 99 99 
-3. MilTor, 
approaches as 95 2.69 
4. Reaching, 
unUateral 82 91 2.12 
Alt. a.~ 
app EllS 
second 94 96 1.27 
Seven month te.ts, 
1. Pellet, 
a:tt.empts 80 95 3.78 
2. 1-11rror, 
pats and 
_iles 56 76 2.82 
3. Ring, 
1narpects 58 SO 3.12 
4. Cube, 
takes two 85 95 2.$ 
5. Paper 
exploits 80 90 2.16 
p. 
-
-
.01 
.oS 
-
.001 
.01 
.001 
.01 
.05 
There are two posE;ibly lnOuentlaJ. factors which cannot be excluded 
with certainty from the present study' and which preclude a definite conclu-
sion that the itel1'113 at these two age levels, althoug."l too easy- tor the two 
adoptive aee croups, have been placed too high on the scale. These are 
(1) real differences between the adoptive and the Cattell infants in their 
ability to pertom on the items, and (2) differences in the standards used to 
eVtUuate success on the 1001 vidual items. 
'I'be samnle of adoptive infants included in the present study group 
111a3' have boon superior in ability to the infants in Cattell's standardization 
group, 'Who wre in tum considered to be above the PO?ulation as a. whole. 
This is impossible to determine exactly, but the differences in median scorell 
obtained for tho t"t..fO groups suggests that this may have been the ca.se. 
It is unlikely that there were significant differences in the degree 
of motivation afforded to the ;)doptive and the Cattell infants. The pre-
viously cited study by Fischer pointed out t.~e importance of envirol'l'l'OOntal 
etimulation as a. determirumt of test performance, and it is true that the 
adoptive infanta as a group were in all probability well motivated by their 
physical md emotional environments. However, there is no valid reason for 
concluding that the cooperative mothers with wom Cattell was dealing in her 
long1 tud1nal. study wore a.ny le ss mot1 vating in their handling ot their chil. 
dren than the adoptive mothers of the infants in the present study' group. 
A more likely factor of infiuence is that of indiviclu& difforences-
in the direction at greater leniency-in evaluating success on the test items. 
· In nat*in fS study, ttNO examiners evaluated the SUJ9 items but no e1gnifi-
cant differences vere found in their results. }im-tever, in the studies con-
ducted by Nelson and Richard.$ on the Gesell items, and by Carter and Bowles 
on the Cattell :)Cale, both groups ot wthors incU.cated differences in scoring 
standards ae possible factors in their higr~r results. Cattell indicated 
that the most trequent cau" of error she found in world.ng With the scale vas 
the teooency to give the infant the benefit of the doubt, and to credit for 
chance rather than ror purposeful reactions.l It is wry difficult to be 
entirely' accurate in scoring infant test responses. For e:x.arnple, item 1 on 
the ax month level dtmtands a voluntary rather than a renex grasp of the one 
inch cube for success, but frequently even careful observation leaves some 
room for doubt as to the quality of the infant's response. :;)imUar complica-
tions occur in the SCoring of w. .. ny of the other test items. 
Thenfore, the factors ot :real differences in abU1ty between the 
infant groups am Wi vi<..lual d1. fferences in seoring ll'!aY' have been 1nf'luent1al 
in the present hif:tler results. However, as a general conclusion the f1ndings 
ot the pre sent study aclc to the growing body or evidence that the scale is in 
need of' further standardization. 
It is interesting to note the possibility of some support in the 
present data for one of the conclusions of Plecher's study. ;;'be concluded on 
the basis or her results that the grasping activities of the si:x-month-old 
1 In a letter to the writer. 
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infant are espeo1ally affeoted by a lack of stimulation. 2 The six and seven 
month items which specifically involve graso1ne behavior are items 1" 2, 4 
and al. t. a. on the six month level and items 2 and 4 on the seven mouth 
level. Fischer found that only fifteen and thirty-one percent of her infants 
were successful on the six month items 1 and 2, respectively, and nooo of her 
infant.a solved the other grqspine: items. If the reverse should be true ... that 
is, if a high degree of motivation would elicit strong eraS?ing behavior" the 
wll motivated adoptive infrmts could be eX';')ectad to perform well on itams 
derrumdinr, eraEJYling activity. An insoection of Table II rever.us that on the 
items in 'i'Uestion t.lle adoptive inf.:mts did attain 0. high level of success. 
A comparison of the performances of the six-month-olc adoptive boys 
.and girls on the six and seven month items revealed that they were alike in 
their performances on all of the items with the exception of item 3 on the 
seven month leval - inval ving prolonged inspection of' an embroider'lJ ring. 3 
The difference in performance on th1::: item was significant at the .05 level. 
No explanation con be offeree for this difference, exce-pt that in a. compar1-
son of llUl'I'IBrous differences perto!"nl.<'mce on one item can conceiva.bly differ 
significantly through chance alone. Since the boys and girls were found to 
perform alike on the total sca.le and on nine of the ten individual items, it 
can be concluded that sex was unrelated to test performance for the present 
group of six ... month-olc1 adopti va infants. 
2 Fischer, "Hospitalism in Six-month-old Infants, It Alerican 
Journal.2! OrthOl?Uchiatrx. XXII, 528. 
3 See Table IV in appendix. 
CHAPl'EH V 
Because of s1m.Uarlty in construction to the Revised Stanford.-Binet, 
Fom L, and conven1enco in adlldnistration and scoring, the C&tte11 Intant 
Int@111genee Scale, published in 1940, 1s now in common UM in the clime. 
It is mo.inly ueed dS Em aid in evaluating the suitability of young infants 
for adoption. Very little research on the scale beyond the original work of 
the author has been reported in the literature. However, there is some 
evidence from tYl0 studies of infant groups that the scale is in need ot re. 
standardization. In both studies, by KLatskln,l ancJ by Carter and Bowles, 2 
high ~ 8Cores on the total scale vere found, and Klatskin turther reported 
dgnif'icantly higher results on individual items wen her infants were oom-
pQl."'ed with the 1ntants in Cattell's standardization group. 
The ptll"pose or this PGt")er was to extend the type of c~U'at1w 
item o.na.l.ysi s c10ne by 1IJ.atskin and study the level of performance of a group 
of six-month-old 1ntant$ on the tot.oJ. scale and on the individual iterA8 
placed at the six and seven month levels of the scale. 'l'he performances of a 
group of sevan-month-old infants were also studied as an additiontal 1nvestiga-
1 1Q.atsldn, "Intelligence Test Performance at One Year,« :!~ 
2! Clinical. PSZehol?J;1, VIII, 1952. 
2 Carter and Howles, "A Ymual on~itative Aspects of Psycho-
logical ;:~ng, fl Journal ~ Clinical P&cholwg. IV, 1948. 
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t10n of the suitability of placement of these item.. A secondary purpose of 
the stud,y was to explore turther 'the r:t.nciings from previous studies that sex 
W<.U.l unrelated to infant. teet pertormmlCo. 
Accordingl;y, by e~loy1ng ~prapr1a.te statistieal procedures, t.~e 
perfonuances on the total seale and on the 111di vi(:ual i terns of the two age 
levels by a. group of six-month ... old ooopt1'\-e infants Yere compared with the 
levels ot pertonnar1Ce reported by Cat tell for her group ~ inf<::.nts. S1m1lar 
comparisons wre made between the perf~s of the six ~,rltj seven-laonth-old 
adoptive infante, and between the pertort'"dmoea of s1x-month-ol~ ad.optive boys 
and girls. On the basis of these e~nparlsons, th!:} foll~ conclusions and 
1) Significantly higher results on the majority of the individual 
lll'iX and sewn month itcw~ 'Wrero attaiood b:r the w.x-month-old adoptive infants, 
0.8 compared with Cattell's 1nfunts. 1\ .. '"l inspection of the median scores for 
the wo groups of infa.'1ts inCicatoo that the adoptive int.mts also performed 
at Q higher level on the toW senIe than Cattell's inf(mt:::. These findings 
add to the growing body of cvic'lencc thnt the ec.al@ is in need of more exten-
2) Since three of the five six month iter:s ware ';)assed by- ninety 
to one hu."ldred percent of the six-month-olC: adopt! VEl in1';':;'l1t:=, this ctln be 
taken as evidence that the at-age level was too GaB.! for the six-month-old 
adoptiw infants. further, since three of the five seven.month items were 
pUI!IeC by ninety to one hundred percent of the seven-month-old adoptive 
· infants.. this OI1h'1 also be taken a5 evidence that the at-age level was too 
aasy tor the seven-montll-olo .adoptive infants. 
3) 'fIle exten.t of 1nnuence of two fact.ors on the above findings 
could not be cemoustrateti exa.ctly anti. thoro.fore could not be excluded tram 
consideration. 'l'lleae are (1) :real differeooes between the Cattell and adop-
tive inf.mt.s in ability and degree oto:r.otivat1on, and (2) differences in 
scoring st.a.."ldSl'"<.1.s. It was cone1.uded tb.at the latter factor in particular 
could have contributed to the hit~:her results obtained in the present l"'Eumarch. 
4} The 3ignifiC&.ltly higher p~reent.agt)s of success attained by the 
N_~th-ol( adopt! Vi) infants an seven ot the ten items at the two age 
l.e~let when compared 'With the perccnUAges attaine<l by the aix-mon:th-old 
infmts on these items. wpports Cattell fS inclusion of these itema in the 
scule on the oasis of increase in the ability to pass with age. 
!) Sex "\<las unrelated to performance on the total scale anO to per-
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